
The DMX dashboard shows users:

• The stage in which the data resides

• Where each data source has been

• The data and custodians included in the current 

data set

• Data size and document count

How We Deliver
With the DMX dashboard, data from previous projects 
can easily be referenced to inform decisions about 
future cases. The platform allows you to interact with 
the data and find information that never would have 
been revealed otherwise. The dashboard is also review 
platform agnostic, providing review and production 
metrics for both Epiq DMX and Relativity®. DMX has 
been used in the industry’s largest global litigations, 
investigations, and regulatory actions.

Offering end-to-end transparency throughout the eDiscovery process, 
DMX (DocuMatrix) gives you a holistic picture of data flow; from the 
original data sources to what’s been processed, to what was ultimately 
reviewed and produced. Most importantly, all the information is woven 
together seamlessly in an interactive and easy-to-use dashboard

Processing
DMX delivers the most powerful data processing in 
the industry. Excavating deep into data files, DMX 
fully extracts metadata, text, embedded objects, and 
domains, so you don’t miss information critical to your 
matter.

With the constant evolution of file types, our software 
engineers continually strengthen DMX to handle 
a wide range of diverse data formats, including 
Lotus Notes, Bloomberg data, Unix Mail, chat, wikis, 
SharePoint, audio and video files, as well as emerging 
data types, such as social media.

And DMX uses the native application interfaces to 
analyse, extract, and load data, so all data you load 
remains in a native format that you can recognise and 
review online instantly. No need to adjust the data, and 
no time-consuming TIFF or PDF conversions.

Real-time information, a complete view of data flow 
and extensive details on every custodian: with DMX, 
your data is always at your fingertips.
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Review
Vast amounts of data are stored across the globe in differing formats, file types, and languages. The cost for discovering 
this data is growing, and flawless execution is required from start to finish. DMX is laser-focused on review efficiency. 
The DMX platform equips you with essential discovery management tools to achieve an efficient, intelligent 
assessment, and review. With DMX, you get:

• Advanced analytical features to triage your data early in the discovery process and identify documents vital to 
your matter, leaving you with a smaller, more focused data set

• An automated work flow that reduces the risk of human error and keeps data and crucial steps from falling 
through the cracks

• Foreign language capabilities via fully-customisable work flows that support 195+ languages
• Secure multi-party project collaboration
• Review accelerators: increase review speeds by up to three times, dramatically reducing document review 

costs
• Email threading
• Search and cull methodologies
• Clustering
• Early case assessment (ECA)

DMX delivers deep business insights into data across all eDiscovery processes, including: 

Budget tracking

Case strategy 
decisions

Delivery timelinesOutside counsel
productivity

Reviewer productivityProject outcome 
modelling
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“eDiscovery” is a blanket term to include our eDiscovery and eDisclosure practices across multiple geographies.
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